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Syria: Death Squads Receiving Training in Joint
US/Qatar Operation
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According  to  a  new  report  by  Reuters,  Western-backed  death  squad  fighters  operating  in
Syria are receiving a portion of their training inside Qatar via the Qatari government and the
United States.

The unnamed sources of the information reported to Reuters that the training was taking
place near Doha, Qatar in between the border of Saudi Arabia and the American al-Udeid Air
Base, the largest U.S. Air Base in the Middle East. Al-Udeid is located inside a military zone
protected by Qatari special forces.

According to Reuters, “Syrian rebel sources” have reported to the news agency that many
of the fighters trained in Qatar belong to the Free Syrian Army, an umbrella group of death
squad fanatics passed off as “moderate” by Western governments.

The training, as described by the sources, has been running for close to a year.

Reuters  states  that  the  program  involves  the  identification  of  small  groups  of  jihadists
fighting  in  Syria  by  the  CIA,  the  relocation  of  these  jihadists  to  Qatar  via  Turkey,  and  the
subsequent training in “ambush techniques” by the U.S. and Qatar before the fighters are
shipped back in to Syria via Turkey.

Although Reuters admits the training of the death squads in the art of ambush, the news
agency attempts to claim that the fighters are in no way trained in IEDs or otherwise more
advanced techniques.

While mainstream outlets like Reuters portray the “rebels” being trained at al-Udeid and
surrounding locations as “moderate” or, at least, not members of the Islamic State, Reuters
is also forced to admit that Qatar is by no means opposed to supporting IS militants in its
battle against Assad. Indeed, Reuters states that “A source who works with rebel groups
said Qatar had delivered weapons, mostly mortar bombs, to the Islamic Front and some FSA
brigades about two months ago and had paid some salaries for Islamic Front groups.”

Such training of death squad battalions in Qatar is by no means the first recorded instance
of Western operated jihadist training operations nor is it the largest. It must be remembered
that, over a year ago, European press outlets reported that jihadists numbering in the tens
of thousands were being trained in Jordan for the purposes of being deployed against Assad
in Syria. These militants were the “highly-skilled” and organized fighters of the Islamic State
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that appeared in Iraq and Syria shortly thereafter.

Of  course,  the  reality  is  that  there  is  no  discernible  difference  between  the  Islamic  State,
Free  Syrian  Army,  or  any  other  “militant/rebel”  group  operating  against  the  secular
government of Bashar al-Assad in Syria.

Indeed, IS is nothing more than Al-Qaeda which is entirely controlled and coordinated by
Western powers since the very beginning. IS followed from ISIS which followed from IEIL, IEI,
and Al-Qaeda in Iraq/Nusra Front. The Free Syrian Army is nothing more than a public
relations creation designed to operate as the public face of jihadist fighters who are every
bit as brutal, fanatical, savage, and backed and controlled by Western powers as the IS.

Without a doubt, there is no such thing as a “moderate” rebel in Syria and the individuals
who graduate from the Qatari/American training program will prove as much.
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